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ACIST Medical Systems Appoints Bradley Fox as New President and CEO
EDEN PRAIRIE, MINN. (June 12, 2017) — ACIST Medical Systems, a Bracco Group Company, today
announced it has named Bradley Fox as president and chief executive officer to lead the company’s
global operations and strategic direction. He will also serve as president and chief executive officer for
its sister company, HLT, Inc., a clinical phase medical device company focused on transcatheter aortic
valve replacement therapy.
“I am honored and thrilled to be joining ACIST Medical Systems and HLT, and look forward to working
closely with our talented teams as we continue to establish our position as an industry leader in the
global interventional and diagnostic cardiology market and expand our portfolio of advanced
technologies,” said Fox.
Fox is an accomplished business leader with more than 20 years of experience in the medical device
industry. He joins ACIST after spending the last four years at Bard Access Systems where he led product
and business development initiatives in strategic marketing. Prior to his time at Bard Access Systems,
Fox held several executive management positions — including his most recent role as General Manager
— at GE Healthcare, bringing with him a wealth of knowledge and expertise in global cardiovascular
market and supply chain strategy, product innovation and portfolio management.
“With a strong knowledge of our space and his repeated high performance across a wide variety
medtech industries, we’re very excited about having Brad join the team and lead ACIST into a new era
of growth,” said Fulvio Renoldi Bracco, Chairman of ACIST and CEO OF Bracco Imaging S.p.A.
He earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Biomedical Engineering and Electrical Engineering from
Duke University and Master of Business Administration degree from the University of Chicago.
About ACIST
ACIST Medical Systems, Inc. is a pioneering interventional and diagnostic technology company with a
portfolio of advanced products, including the world’s first Rapid Exchange FFR and High Definition IVUS
systems. It is also a global market leader in advanced contrast imaging systems for cardiovascular
angiography and radiology imaging. Through these products, ACIST is demonstrating its commitment
to bringing unique and innovative technologies that simplify cardiovascular procedures and empower
clinicians to treat patients with superior care. As part of the Bracco Group, ACIST benefits from the
resources of a multinational conglomerate with broad expertise in cath lab technology and a

dedication to continuous advancement. Headquartered in Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA, ACIST has
worldwide presence with over 400 direct employees and facilities in Silicon Valley, Heerlen, and Tokyo.
To learn more about ACIST, visit www.acist.com.
Bracco Group
Bracco has headquarters in Milan, Italy, and was founded in 1927. It is active in the healthcare sector
through Bracco Imaging (diagnostic imaging), ACIST Medical Systems and HLT (cardiology) and the
Centro Diagnostico Italiano diagnostic clinic. It has around 3,400 employees and annual total
consolidated revenues of over 1.3 billion Euro. Bracco operates in more than 100 countries worldwide.
To learn more about Bracco Group, visit www.bracco.com

